
This morning it has emerged that inflation in the United Kingdom has
accelerated during October at its fastest pace since December 2011,
leading market participants to believe that the Bank of England will be
forced to hike their main interest rate when they meet on the 16th of
December. Futures are currently pricing in a 0.20% hike to bring the
rate to 0.30% next month, followed by no further change at the next
meeting at the beginning of February and then a 0.10% hike in March.
The CPI result came in at a y/y reading of 4.2%, ahead of 3.9% forecasts
and the previous month's 3.1%, the Office for National Statistics
pointing to surges in electricity, gas, and other fuels. But this latest
increase is not solely down to energy prices: the Core CPI figure, which
excludes energy and other items, still jumped to 3.4% y/y vs estimates
for just 3.1% and the prior 2.9%. Similarly, this was the strongest
reading for the UK since late 2011. We note that higher prices in hotels
and restaurants, along with a rise in the cost of second hand cars have
also been significant drivers of inflation as of late.
Earlier this week we heard from BOE Governor Andrew Bailey, who
claimed to be "very uneasy" about the region's inflation outlook and that
his (unexpected) vote this month to keep rates unchanged had been a
very close call.
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Equities: Equities in Europe have continued to push higher this morning after what was a positive
Tuesday and after a mixed session overnight in Asia. In London, the FTSE100 index trades slightly
lower today after another stronger than expected inflation reading for the UK, roughly 0.10% lower
to £7,321. Later this morning we are due to get the Eurozone's 'Final CPI 'inflation reading. In the
States, index futures are flat to marginally stronger in the early hours, bringing the VIX down to
$16.30 at the time of writing, 
Currencies: EUR/USD is flat this morning at 1.132, the currency pair having moved lower fairly
consistently now for the past few weeks. This move has come as investors price in higher inflation in
the US which should cause the Fed to begin hiking interest rates ahead of the likes of the ECB. ECB
President Lagarde has continuously stated that the central bank are in no rush whatsoever to start
increasing rates in 2022. Sterling is climbing today after the UK inflation result, EUR/GBP briefly
traded below 0.84 for the first time since before the pandemic began early in 2020.
Safe-havens: Gold has paused this week around the $1,850 - $1,870 region after seeing relatively
strong gains at the beginning of the month. The metal pulled back by roughly 0.7% yesterday after
the United Stated posted a robust retail sales figure for October. 
Looking ahead: This afternoon Canada will report monthly inflation results, after the same from
the UK earlier this morning, we are also due to get the ECB's Financial Stability Review at some stage
today. Throughout the afternoon we will also hear from a range of Fed speakers, each at separate
virtual events. Later today Cisco, Nvidia, Target Corp, and Lowe's will all report earnings results in
the States, followed tomorrow by Intuit, Alibaba, Applied Materials, and Palo Alto Networks.
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American electric vehicle (EV) maker Rivian has now overtaken
Volkswagen in market value, amazingly. Rivian (backed by Amazon and
Ford), a 12-year-old startup with no revenue at present, is now the third
most valuable carmaker on the planet after its stock market listing one
week ago. In that short week Rivian's share price has doubled, closing at
a price of $172.01 in New York last night, equating to a market cap of
$153.3b (vs VW's $121.4b). 
This move is breathtaking, but does show us that the market is viewing
electric vehicles as an integral part of the near-term future with regard
to fighting climate change. Volkswagen generated €9.7b in net profit last
year and sold over 9 million units, versus Rivian which has no
meaningful revenue still.
Another American EV company, Lucid Motors, has seen its share price
jump by over 130% over the past four weeks to over $55, investors now
valuing the firm higher than Ford. Market participants have witnessed
Tesla's stock gain hugely throughout the pandemic, and are clearly now
in search of the next big mover in the EV space.

Irish-founded and now London-headquartered oil and gas exploration
firm Tullow has reiterated its in-house estimates for a full-year free
cashflow of $100m with an operating cashflow of $600m as it focuses
spending on its producing fields offshore in Ghana. 
In its trading update today, the company stated it is continuing talks to
attain a partner for its $3.4b onshore project in Kenya. Tullow said its
working interest production averaged at 59,400 barrels of oil equivalent
per day to the end of October, broadly in line with market expectations.
Its full-year production projection stands unchanged, at between 58,000
and 61,000 barrels.


